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Germany’s Tansition
to a Circular Economy
How to Unlock the Potential of
Cross-Industy Collaboation
The current decade will show whether we can 
achieve our common goal of living sustainably on 
a healthy planet. This requires reducing the emis-
sions of greenhouse gases (GHG), using up fewer 
resources, and decreasing land use, soil degada-
tion, and the leakage of harmful substances. Those 
actions are interdependent as increasing resource 
efficiency and effectiveness are key to limiting cli-
mate change. Addressing the current linear value 
chains and the inefficiencies linked to them and 
moving toward a Circular Economy – an economic 
system aimed at the continual use of resources and 
at minimizing waste – is essential and urgent.
For this tansition to be successful, companies 
must embace circularity in their stategy and 
corpoate set-up; at the same time, a suppotive 
ecosystem is needed. As more and more compa-
nies realize the impotance and oppotunities of 
Circular Economy business models, they require 
dedicated knowledge, tools, and an enabling en-
vironment. However, no company, and indeed al-
most no industy, can achieve circularity on its 
own. This repot provides guidance for companies 
wishing to set up collaboations which will suppot 
their individual journey.
Cross-industy collaboation is impeative. Compa-
nies can learn from each other and join effots in re-
search and development. Solutions can be adopted 
across industries and along supply chains. Collabo-
ation will also gain Circular Economy stategies 
like refurbishment, remanufacturing, or recycling 
much wider acceptance. Cross-cutting industries 
like finance, waste management, and IT and com-
munication technologies (ICT) can acceleate the 
tansition and enable actors in different industries 
to pursue Circular Economy goals and activities.
This repot has two focal points. First, with the 
suppot of leading German corpoates, we have 
identified factors both at the eco-system and the 
business level that can suppot the tansition to a 
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Circular Economy. Together, they form a target pic-
ture which we have compared to the status-quo. 
Second, we have analyzed the potential for cross-
industy collaboations in Germany, which can 
foster a more Circular Economy. Based on these 
findings, we conclude with a call to action to com-
panies to acceleate the tansformation to a Circu-
lar Economy.
We wish you an enjoyable and fruitful read.
Birgit Klesper










Circular economy is an essential and integal 
pat of our sustainabiity and business stategy, 
because it is the best way to unlock growth potential 
while reducing our use of scarce resources. That’s why 
we are constantly working together with our suppiers, 
customers, and industy patners to increase the cir-
cularity of our packages. We suppot deposit and EPR 
schemes to enable and engage consumers to give back 
empty packages for refiling and recycing and use recy-
cled material for the production of new packages.
Executive Statements 
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The circular economy is key to addressing many 
of the most urgent global challenges we are 
currently facing. While the concept is gaining aware-
ness and going mainstream, we as a bank can hep pro-
mote a common understanding by faciitating stake-
holder dialogues together with our cients. To foster 
the shift from a inear to circular economy, banks can 
provide sustainable financing instruments and cimate 
solutions which will drive the concept. To hep manage 
these shifts in the economy, the cals-to-action in this 
study highight the impotance of cross-industy col-




The fight against cimate change, resource de-
pletion, and environmental pollution brooks 
no delay. We must act now, and we know the direction 
we must take: to make the circular economy a global 
guiding principle. But we will only succeed if all stake-
holders close anks. The chemical industy and we at 
Covestro are firmly committed to playing our pat. To-
gether we can create outstanding innovative solutions: 
spread the use of alternative aw materias and green 
energy, improve materias and waste management and 
recycing, and bring more and more truly sustainable 
products based on circular business modes to the mar-
ket. However, we need the right famework conditions 
marked by a culture of suppot ather than bans.
At BASF, we are convinced that we need to shift 
towards more circularity to decouple growth 
from resource consumption. The global challenges 
we are currently facing – from cimate change to bio-
diversity loss – underscore the need for a tansforma-
tion. The potential of the circular economy can only be 
fully leveaged if all relevant stakeholders team up. The 
study sets the direction by deivering a strong narative 
for business to engage in cross-industy collaboation 
to acceleate the tansition towards more circularity.
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Moving to a Circular Economy1 means decoupling 
economic activities and human well-being from 
resource consumption and environmental degada-
tion. Circular Economy is a cental lever in the fight 
against global warming. By 2030, circular activities 
can achieve 23 billion tons of CO2 emission reduc-
tions, while creating USD 4.5 trillion (EUR 3.75 tril-
lion) of additional value. This offers many oppor-
tunities to companies which implement Circular 
Economy business models. In all of this, one element 
is crucial: Cross-industy collaboation is the key to 
overcoming barriers and unlocking circular value.
From an economic perspective, a Circular Economy 
system offers oppotunities for increasing prof-
itability and improving resilience, planning, and 
growth. In addition, it fosters innovation based on 
new business models and consumption patterns. In 
this paper, we have identified four corpoate ap-
proaches: closing the material cycle; increasing 
product and material efficiency; using products 
more efficiently; and substituting resources (see 
chapter 1).
Individual effots toward circularity need to be em-
bedded in a more geneally suppotive environment. 
Based on a workshop, a suvey, and inteviews with 
leading German companies, we identified three im-
potant factors at company level and four factors 
at an ecosystem level that can enable or hinder the 
tansition to a Circular Economy (chapter 2).
Companies need to understand the value of Circu-
lar Economy for business and society and integate 
it into their business stategy and governance. 
Business models as well as product and sevice 
potfolios need to be adapted to circular thinking. 
The same is true for opeational processes. At the 
ecosystem level, enabling factors are regulation 
and standardization; customer demand and aware-
ness; technology and research; and financing.
Executive Summay
At both company and ecosystem level, our analy-
sis shows gaps in circularity that need to be ad-
dressed. In many cases, collaboations between dif-
ferent industries are the best way foward. To date, 
companies in Germany do not yet leveage the full 
potential for cross-industy collaboation.
To understand where we stand today, we analyzed 
nine key industries with a high resource intensity 
(chapter 3). We also looked at three cross-cutting 
industries (recycling and waste management, fi-
nance, and information and communication tech-
nologies) which play a key role in the Circular Econ-
omy tansition in Germany. We developed a matrix 
representing the current situation of cross-in-
dusty collaboations as well as oppotunities to 
expand these collaboations and to develop Cir-
cular Economy measures. Individual matrices for 
each of the industries we analyzed were added in 
the appendix.
Regardless of the original motivation, all cross-
industy collaboations contribute to at least one 
of the four Circular Economy approaches. But 
the differences between industries are consider-
able. Our analysis shows that the automotive and 
aircaft construction industy, for instance, has 
already established numerous impotant collabo-
ations with other sectors, whereas the food and 
agricultual industy or the industy for household 
and electronic devices have entered relatively few 
collaboations. Oveall, we found that 64 percent 
of all possible cross-industy collaboations have 
a high potential to develop measures for a Circu-
lar Economy, but only 43 percent of them (and 28 
percent of the total) are already established on a 
large scale.
Having analyzed the nature and scope of the tans-
formation, we move to recommendations for action 
(chapter 4). As innovation and change begin with 
1 The EU has defined Circular Economy as an economy that “aims to maintain the value of products, materias, and resources for as long as possible by returning
 them into the product cycle at the end of their use, while minimizing the geneation of waste.” 5
the individual company, we first present a step-by-
step guide for managers and entrepreneurs on 
integating circularity into their business pac-
tices. Three questions – and the answers to them 
– can help companies define a systematic approach: 
• How do you stat your company
 on the path to circularity?
• How do you identify and adopt
 circular business models?
•  How do you find the right patners
 for collaboation?
We then address the wider stakeholder network 
and highlight three urgent actions to promote the 
tansformation:
• Standardize, standardize, standardize:
 Businesses should engage with policymakers 
and industy consotia to set standards around 
materials, data, and processes as a prerequisite 
for any system solutions to work at scale.
• Encouage Circular Economy policies and
 provide Circular Economy incentives:
 To promote circular solutions, businesses 
should stat discussions with policy makers to 
define clear targets and a rigorous roadmap for 
the Circular Economy tansition. Incentives to 
invest in circularity and to encouage changes 
in customer behavior are also required.
• Collaboate on technology and finance:
 Futher joint research and Circular Economy-
focused investment involving all stakeholders 
are required to improve technologies and scale 
their application?
The paper concludes (chapter 5) with an appeal to 
our readers: We invite you to join us in the journey 
to a new, sustainable Circular Economy and look for-
ward to sharing that road with you.
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1. The Circular Economy in Germany
 and the Relevance of
 Cross-Industy Collaboation
Cross-industy collaboations can hep to estabish a Circular Economy-enabing 
ecosystem by bringing together stakeholders from different industries.
Collaboation forms ange from open dialogue forums to contacted
joint ventures or research consotiums [...].
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Moving to a Circular Economy means decoupling 
economic activities and human well-being from 
resource consumption and environmental dega-
dation. By 2030, global emissions could drop by 
additional 23 billion tons2, while USD 4.5 trillion 
(EUR 3.75 trillion)3 of additional value could be cre-
ated. This offers many oppotunities to companies 
which implement Circular Economy business models.
A key indicator when discussing circularity concerns 
waste. At first sight, Germany‘s Circular Economy 
peformance looks promising in this regard. In 2018, 
the recovey ate of municipal waste amounted to 98 
percent4. At a closer look, however, only 67 percent 
of waste actually gets recycled. The rest is processed 
through energy recovey in which the value bound 
in the materials is lost. Especially for commercial 
waste, recycling ates are vey low: Apat from waste 
that gets collected sepaately, six million tons of 
mixed municipal waste of commercial origin (includ-
ing mixed packaging) are geneated evey year, of 
which 55 percent are sent to energy recovey. Only 
7 percent make it through pre-treatment into recy-
cling processes to remain in the system5.
Input indicators reveal a similar picture. In 2019, only 
10 percent of production materials in Germany con-
sisted of recovered resources. With a current annual 
circularity growth ate of 0.1 percent, Germany will 
reach a 50 percent circularity as late as 22156. Cur-
rently, humanity uses up resources corresponding to 
1.78 Eaths per year. If eveybody in the world lived 
like the aveage German, we would need three plan-
ets to suppot us7. Thus, the pace of tansition in Ger-
many needs to be enormously acceleated to reverse 
the trend toward consuming ever more resources.
1. The Circular Economy in Germany
 and the Relevance of Cross-Industy
 Collaboation
The economic benefits of circularity have not yet 
been fully exploited. The economic value of the 
German Circular Economy in the narrower sense (i.e. 
waste mangement and related (plant) technology) 
represented EUR 28 billion of gross value added in 
2017 8, accounting for only one percent of the total 
gross value added (EUR 2.7 trillion) that same year9.
Cross-industy collaboation can suppot the Circular 
Economy tansformation and overcome small scale, 
siloed action. A growing number of business leaders 
recognize that moving toward a Circular Economy is 
necessay and impotant, especially in view of meg-
atrends such as demogaphic change, digitalization, 
and resource scarcity. Companies should focus on 
enabling tansformative progress toward truly cir-
cular value propositions by reducing consumption 
and extending the life cycle of products through 
measures such as sharing or re-using materials. It is 
there that the biggest gains in cost-efficiency and 
emission reductions can be realized10.
Cross-industy collaboations can help to establish 
a Circular Economy-enabling ecosystem by bringing 
together stakeholders from different industries. 
Collaboation forms ange from open dialogue fo-
rums to contacted joint ventures or research con-
sotiums, connecting patners with complementay 
types of knowledge and capabilities. Cross-industy 
approaches help managers gain new insights and 
break out of the habitual linear patterns of thinking 
and acting common to their companies and indus-
tries. Moreover, competition can be disrupted and 
tansformed into coopeation or coopetition11 in a 
circular manner12. The impotance of sharing knowl-
edge, expetise, and technology between multiple 
stakeholders has been described by member states 
of the United Nations (UN) as a path to achieve the 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) and is spe-
cifically highlighted in Goal No. 17, which calls for 
“Patnerships for the Goals”13.
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2 (Circle Economy, 2021) 
3 (Lacy, Long, and Spindler, 2020) 
4 (UBA, 2020) 
5 (BMU, 2018) 
6 (Rubel, Meyer zum Felde, Oltmanns, Lanfer, & Bayer, 2020) 
7 (The World Counts, 2021) 
8 (Statusbericht Initiative, 2021) 
9 (The World Bank, 2021) 
10 (Material Economics, 2018)
11 Coopetition defines the act of working together with business competitors in a way that benefits both paties (cf. Cambridge Dictionay, n.d.).
12 (Brennan and Saccani, 2017)
13 (Wilts et al. 2020)
In this repot, we define Circular Economy in 
line with the EU’s definition as an economy 
that “aims to maintain the value of products, 
materias, and resources for as long as possible 
by returning them into the product cycle at the 
end of their use, while minimizing the genea-
tion of waste14”.
To be sustainable, economic growth must go 
hand in hand with social progress and avoid 
ecological damage. The Circular Economy 
makes it possible to balance these three 
aspects. In a Circular Economy system, pro-
duction and consumption leave less of an 
ecological footprint. GHG emissions are re-
duced, and the oveall environmental per-
formance is improved. From an economic 
perspective, a Circular Economy system of-
fers oppotunities for increasing profitabil-
ity, reducing costs, improving resilience15, 
and delivering more data tansparency, bet-
ter predictive planning and additional gross 
domestic product (GDP) growth. The Circu-
lar Economy also fosters economic innova-
tion, growth, and improvements through 
the emergence of new business models 
and consumption patterns. On the social di-
mension, the benefits include, for example, 
cleaner air, fewer human rights violations 
along the value chain, and the creation of 
new and meaningful jobs.
We have identified four corpoate approach-
es to reducing resource intensity, based on 
the existing Circular Economy stategies
in liteature (e. g. Buttely model16, 9R 
model17, ReSOLVE famework18 etc.):
1. Closing the material cycle: This ap-
proach covers stategies such as recy-
cling, improved collection, and recovey 
options as well as the use of “waste 
materials” as alternative fuel.
2.  Increasing product and material ef-
ficiency: This approach focuses on the 
production process. By optimizing for 
example process steps and product de-
sign, the production process uses as few 
resources as possible.
3. Extending the lifetime and using 
products more efficiently: Products are 
used intensively and for as long as pos-
sible through actions like refurbishing, 
remanufacturing, repairing, or sharing.
4. Substituting resources: This approach 
aims at reducing or even avoiding the 
negative impact of using resources, 
materials, or products by for instance 
replacing hazardous substances with 
ecologically sound input.
Circular Economy definition and oppotunities
14 (Eurostat, n.d.)
15 The United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction defines resilience as “the ability of a system, community, or society exposed to hazards
 to resist, absorb, accommodate, adapt to, tansform, and recover from the effects of a hazard in a timely and efficient manner, including through
 the presevation and restoation of its essential basic structures and functions through risk management.”
16 The Buttely model was developed by the Ellen MacAthur Foundation and illustates the continuous low of technical and biological materials
 through the value cycle (Ellen MacAthur Foundation, 2019).
17 The 9R model includes nine concepts to increase circularity: Refuse, Rethink, Reduce, Reuse, Repair, Refurbish, Remanufacture, Repurpose, Recycle,
 and Recover (Kirchherr, Reike and Hekket, 2017).
18 The ReSOLVE famework was developed by the Ellen MacAthur Foundation and includes six actions that are necessay to move towards a Circular
 Economy: To regeneate, share, optimize, loop, vitualize, and exchange (Ellen MacAthur Foundation, 2015). 9
2. Enabling Factors for a
 Circular Economy in Germany
Four ecosystem elements are crucial for the successful tansformation of
companies: regulation and standardization; customer demand and awareness; 





2. Enabling Factors for a Circular
 Economy in Germany
To derive a clear perspective of what companies and 
other stakeholders need to work on to promote a 
Circular Economy, we will now focus on relevant fac-
tors on company and ecosystem level in Germany. In 
a second step, we will daw up target pictures and de-
scribe how companies and their environment need 
to change to acceleate the tansformation. This will 
allow us to explore gaps in circularity that need to be 
addressed.
2.1 Moving Toward a Circular Economy
 at the Company Level
It is impotant for companies to understand the 
value of Circular Economy for business and society 
and to integate it into their business stategy and 
governance. Business models as well as product and 
sevice potfolios need to be adapted to circular 
thinking. The same is true for opeational processes. 
Over the following pages, we describe the current 
state of affairs and define the target picture of ma-
ture circular businesses along those three elements: 




Circular Economy is pat of the agenda of most in-
teviewed companies, but the level of integation 
into stategy varies. Oveall, respondents of the 
suvey ated the integation of Circular Economy 
aspects into their company‘s corpoate stategy, 
purpose, and governance at an aveage of 5,5 (on a 
scale from 0 to 10, with 10 being fully integated). 
As pat of their environmental progam, companies 
are aiming to use resources more efficiently and re-
duce waste. But often, they do not yet have a com-
prehensive circular stategy.
Inteviewees pointed out two specific challenges: 
The first relates to the lack of appropriate Circu-
lar Economy definitions and their opeationaliza-
tion for the industy. The second challenge has to 
do with competing priorities. Some respondents 
pointed out that climate action – which competes 
for the same resources – currently outshines Cir-
cular Economy issues. A possible solution here is to 
link Circular Economy to the climate stategy and 
Closing the material cycle Increasing product andmaterial efficiency
Extending lifetime & using








Figure 1:  Circular Economy Promoting Factors on the Business and the Ecosystem Level         









19 (PACE Accenture and Circle Economy, 2021) 12
emphasize that resource efficiency simultaneously 
reduces a company’s carbon footprint.
Governance structures often do not yet specifical-
ly address Circular Economy objectives. The lack of 
a clear vision means that Circular Economy is often 
driven bottom-up in different projects across the 
organization instead of being approached system-
atically through a formalized top-down approach. 
Futhermore, Circular Economy activities are often 
not included in peformance metrics. In seveal 
companies, according to the inteviewees, manage-
ment incentive schemes include references to com-
prehensive sustainability metrics or carbon dioxide 
(CO2) peformance. But only two (out of 13) have 
also integated Circular Economy indicators.
A key barrier is lack of integation of Circular Econo-
my consideations into decision-making processes. 
Inteviewees pointed out that the focus on shot-
term financial value and neglecting externalized 
costs sometimes leads to decisions that promote 
inefficient resource use.
Business Models, Products, and Sevices
As of now, circular business models are not yet wide-
ly applied, but some have more uptake than others. 
Business models define how companies create, deliv-
er, and capture value. To ensure circularity, the whole 
value chain should be considered when defining 
them. Just under half of suvey respondents (seven 
out of 16) said that their companies sell only a small 
percentage – if at all – of their products and sevices 
based on circular business models. Only one respond-
ent answered that all of his/her company’s products 
and sevices are sold based on circular business mod-
els. Among those respondents, the most common 
business model to date is based on circular inputs.
The reason for the limited uptake is a lack of capa-
bilities. Adapting the design of products and sev-
ices toward circularity is often a foundational step. 
Without clear guidance, product developers lack the 
mandate for prioritizing circularity criteria. Too lit-
tle communication (e.g., internally between the de-
sign and manufacturing depatments of a company 
or externally along the value chain) hampers effots 
to find designs that are optimal for the entire sys-
tem. For example, designers arely consult recyclers 
when selecting the materials for their products, so 
they do not take life cycle thinking and recovey 
stategies sufficiently into account. As a result, in-
novations that would incorpoate remanufacturing 
technologies (improving disassembly, disposal, high 
quality component recovey, and effective refur-
bishing) fail to materialize.
Companies often do not provide customers proac-
tively with information about the Circular Econo-
my impact of their products. Yet more information 
at point of sale would help customers take informed 
decisions and promote demand for Circular Econo-
my products.
Opeational Processes and Technology 
Integation
Today’s business opeations and processes are still 
mostly focused on linear value chains. Two paticu-
larly relevant examples are procurement and the 
recovey of material when a product has reached its 
end-of-use.
For Circular Economy-aligned procurement, it is 
key to have reliable sources of seconday materi-
als. Uncetainty about supply lines and forecasts 
discouage manufacturers from turning to second-
ay resources for long-term sourcing decisions19. 
Assessing suppliers and their products is difficult 
because there are no standards for measuring and 
repoting circularity peformance.
Material recovey is an impotant enabler for closing 
the material cycle and for high-value refurbishment 
or recycling. Still, companies struggle to establish 
the relevant processes and develop profitable busi-
ness cases. Often, they have no information about 
where end-of-use products are to be found. Also, 
there is a lack of incentive schemes to get consum-
ers to use return schemes. In some cases, complex 
and ambiguous regulatoy processes connected to 
the shipment of end-of-use products make recovey 
unattactive.
To promote circular processes more broadly, new 
skills and capabilities are needed. Across all func-
tions, aiming for circularity can lead to more re-
source efficiency. In order to make use of oppor-
tunities, more know-how is required, for instance 
concerning circular design criteria, life cycle cost-
ing, or remanufacturing.
One concept for increasing resource efficiency – and 
cutting costs – is the reduction of idle time for as-
sets, for example by using sharing platforms. Ac-
cording to the suvey, seven of the 16 respondents 
do not share assets in production or logistics. Five 
respondents share some assets. Only two respond-
ents said they share technology with other stake-
holders to a large extent.
A Target Picture for Circular Companies
We envision businesses that incorpoate 
Circular Economy principles into their 
purpose, stategy, and governance
because they understand the business
value of doing so.
A mature circular business relects the intent to con-
tribute to a more sustainable and resource efficient 
world in its purpose and integates circular princi-
ples into its stategy, for instance KPIs, targets, and 
milestones. These targets combine ecological goals 
with productivity and innovation. The foundation of 
the stategy is to understand the business oppotu-
nities connected to circularity.
The governance ensures a clear definition of re-
sponsibilities and accountability for circularity and 
enables and incentivizes the organization to take 
the right decisions. Mindset and values lived at the 
company lead to a culture that promotes disruptive 
change in favor of a Circular Economy and fosters 
collaboation, eliminating silo-thinking.
We envision businesses that implement 
circular business models, decoupling
resource consumption from revenues
and promoting resource efficiency along 
the value chain.
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Mature circular businesses understand the inef-
ficiencies of linear business models and find solu-
tions to replace them in their own opeations and 
for their customers. The five business models – cir-
cular inputs, sharing platforms, product as a sevice, 
product use extension, and resource recovey20 – are 
commonly used.
Companies prioritize value and functionality over 
sales of material goods. Product design and devel-
opment processes are geared toward sustainability 
over the product’s life cycle and involve stakehold-
ers from different depatments and pats of the 
value chain. The sustainability impact of a product 
or sevice is communicated to customers to inform 
their decisions.
We envision business opeations and
processes that promote Circular Economy 
principles and new technologies that sup-
pot circular material lows.
Mature circular businesses have adapted their pro-
curement and their opeations to promote circular-
ity and resource efficiency. Procurement focuses on 
sourcing recycled or renewable materials and locat-
ing suppliers with sustainable production process-
es. Opeations optimize the resource consumption 
and explore ways of bringing their own „wasted” 
resources into material cycles of similar or higher 
value at other industries and companies. This is sup-
poted by dedicated platforms and industrial sym-
biosis concepts.
New technologies help companies to become more 
circular, for example by providing tansparency on 
the use phase through sensors. Collaboative use 
of technologies, such as open-source software or 
digital passpot data platforms, acceleate the 
tansformation. Data privacy and protection ensure 
sensitive data is secure and trust in the system is 
established.
20 (Lacy, Long and Spindler, 2020) 
21 (European Commission, 2019)
22 (PACE, Accenture and Circle Economy, 2021) 14





•  Circular business models are not yet widely 
    applied.
•  The reasons are both lack of capabilities
    and of communication.
•  Opeations and processes focused on linear 
    value chains.
•  Circular Economy aligned activities often only    
    seve as lighthouse projects.
•  Need for new skills and cabilities for





Business opeations and processes pro-
mote Circular Economy principles. New 
technologies suppot circular material 
lows.
Companies have circular business models 
which decouple resource consumption 
from revenues and promote resource
efficiency along the value chain.
2.2. Moving Toward a Suppotive
 Ecosystem for a Circular Economy
Four ecosystem elements are crucial for the suc-
cessful tansformation of companies: regulation 
and standardization; customer demand and aware-
ness; technology and research; as well as financing.
Regulation and Standardization Relating 
to Circular Economy
Some of the regulations at EU and German level 
suppot a Circular Economy, but specific Circular 
Economy targets are missing. Regulations have a 
clear impact on corpoate action and can suppot 
the move toward circularity. The European Green 
Deal includes the Circular Economy 2.0 Action Plan21 
which provides an oveall famework for companies. 
In addition, the EU has passed industy specific di-
rectives.
Regulations are not suppotive of cross-industy 
collaboation. In the suvey we conducted with in-
dusty leaders across Germany, 15 out of 16 respond-
ents indicated that regulations incentivize collabo-
ation in and across industries only patially or not at 
all. Anti-trust laws, while impotant for competition, 
can make it difficult for companies to coopeate and 
form alliances. Also, regulations on material require-
ments and qualities that differ between industries 
as well as an inconsistent use of terminologies make 
it difficult for companies from different industries 
to exchange materials22. Given that supply chains 
are global, an international harmonization of regula-
tions is required for a holistic tansition.
In many areas, definitions and standards that fa-
cilitate circularity and collaboation still need to 
be developed or substantiated. Also, accounting 
standards for depreciation favor new products, 
thereby incentivizing businesses to regularly replace 
used products. They also create disadvantages for 
the balance sheet and earnings before interest and 
taxes (EBIT) repoting. Futhermore, external costs 
currently do not have to be accounted for, which in-
directly favors unsustainable pactices.
Companies incorpoate Circular Economy 
principles into their purpose, stategy, and 
governance because they understand the 
business value of doing so.
•  Circular Economy is on agenda of most
    companies.
•  But level of integation into stategy varies.
•  Governance structures often fail to promote  





Customers have the power to shift the market, but 
awareness, understanding, and demand for circular 
products and sevices are so far limited. Customer 
needs are at the center of product development 
processes. In line with this, companies paticipating 
in the inteviews agreed that Business-to-Business 
(B2B) and Business-to-Consumer (B2C) customers 
are key to driving circular innovation. While stud-
ies show that private customers are becoming more 
conscious of sustainability and say that it matters 
for their buying decisions23, this does not yet apply 
eveywhere24. In the suvey, only two out of 16 re-
spondents said that more than 50 percent of their 
customers insist on Circular Economy solutions.
For both B2B and B2C customers, there are two key 
barriers which keep them from making more circu-
lar buying decisions:
• Lack of understanding and information around 
impact: For B2B customers, buying decisions are 
often distoted by a lack of peformance data 
(e.g., environmental data may not be available for 
all purchasing alternatives). For B2C customers, ei-
ther a lack of information or else too much, patly 
irrelevant, and often non-compaable information 
makes decisions for sustainable options difficult. 
• Cost consideations: Some more circular prod-
ucts or sevices come with a higher price, as new 
technologies need to be financed or economies of 
scale do not yet apply. Sensitivity for this varies 
greatly among industries and B2B customer seg-
ments. Public sector tenders (Business-to-Gov-
ernment, B2G) also often indirectly exclude Circu-
lar Economy-favoable projects and products due 
to criteria such as costs and risk.
Consumer action is also key to closing the loop at a 
product’s end of use. The responsibility to reintro-
duce a product into a (circular) material low lies 
with consumers. Currently, the return systems are 
not tailored to their habits. Reasons for low recov-
ey ates often cited are missing return options, lack 
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of information about the options and available loca-
tions, data security concerns (e.g., for electronics), 
connected costs, or convenience25.
Research and Technology
Seveal technologies needed to tansition into a 
Circular Economy are already available. Digital, 
physical, chemical, and biological technologies 
have evey potential to move society from a linear 
take-make-waste model toward sustainable, circu-
lar solutions. According to the inteviews, there are 
key technologies which promote collaboation: im-
proved supply chain communication; taceability of 
products and packaging; and digital platforms for 
tading seconday resources.
Eight out of 16 suvey respondents said that their 
company had access to some of the technologies 
which enable circularity. Five out of 16 even said 
they had access to all essential technologies. How-
ever, as mainly large corpoates were invited to par-
ticipate, this result might be distoted compared to 
the oveall situation of German companies.
One challenge for scaling technological solutions 
is the fact that public funding often focuses on 
early-stage development and does not suppot 
commercialization. The Aliance to End Plastic Waste 
– a diverse network of 80 members from technical 
leaders to scientists and pactitioners – provides 
a positive example for how to bridge this gap. It is 
making USD 1.5 billion available over five years to 
develop and promote solutions around the reuse, 
recycling, and recovey of plastics26.
More pre-competitive collaboative research ef-
fots would be useful. Only a few inteviewees said 
their company was engaged in any kind of a pre-
competitive research and development project. Yet 
joint development can suppot uptake in the market 
and creation of de-facto standards. However, obsta-
cles remain: According to the inteviews, companies 
shy away from joint research because they may be 
unwilling to share data, have IP-related concerns, or 
do not see the business case.
23 (Accenture, 2019)
24 (NYU Stern, 2020)
25 (Circle Economy and PACE, 2020)
26 (Alliance to End Plastic Waste, 2019)
A Target Picture for a Circular Ecosystem
We envision a regulatoy famework that 
promotes Circular Economy-oriented mar-
ket mechanisms, target setting, clear road-
maps, and holistic standard definitions.
In a mature Circular Economy, regulations will pro-
mote product lifetime extension, usage intensifica-
tion, and the sourcing of circular inputs ather than 
the exploitation of virgin resources and inefficient 
product-consumptions systems. Regulations also 
foster coopeation in various forms in and across 
industries – from dialogue forums to patnerships 
and joint ventures. They create an inteface be-
tween industrial corpoates and small and medium 
enterprises (SMEs), based on adapted anti-trust 
regulations that allow Circular Economy collaboa-
tion while protecting markets and customers.
The government sets quantifiable targets and tar-
get dates on circularity. A strong foundation is set 
by standards for circular products and seconday 
resources. Also, resource tacking and labeling is 
standardized. True-cost accounting standards are 
integated that allocate appropriate value to natu-
al and social capital. Regulations and standards en-
able global collaboation.
We envision customers (companies, pri-
vate consumers, and governments) who 
are aware of climate urgency and plan-
etay boundaries and who tanslate this 
awareness into consumption patterns
and expectations toward businesses.
In a mature Circular Economy, customers are in-
formed about a product’s sustainability impact. 
They expect businesses to take full responsibility 
for their actions and choose products with opti-
mized life cycles and repair and upgade options. 
27 (ING, 2015)
28 (EIB, 2020)
29 (European Commission, 2020) 16
Financing
Companies rely on internal financing for Circular 
Economy activities to avoid the lengthy process-
es and bureaucacy connected to public funding. 
Almost all inteviewees said that their compa-
nies – being publicly listed – finance their Circular 
Economy related activities, including cross-industy 
collaboations, in-house. They do this because the 
processes required to apply for public funding are 
too cumbersome. Also, public funding is focused on 
early-stage research and not the commercialization 
of technologies. As a result, according to the suvey, 
there is not enough money available for the Circular 
Economy tansition.
As for private funding from financial institutions, 
there seem to be few Circular Economy-specific op-
tions. With few exceptions, financial institutions do 
not yet offer loans that are tailored to circular busi-
ness models and activities. This hampers the circu-
lar tansition especially of smaller companies which 
rely on banks for their financing. Also, while environ-
mental, social, and governance (ESG) aspects are be-
coming increasingly impotant for investment proc-
esses, the current focus is on climate-related topics. 
As a result, a company’s climate peformance and 
action to address climate risks may be considered, 
but Circular Economy seldom is. Adapting risk as-
sessments to circular business models – considering 
the product’s end-of-life value, for instance – could 
lead to more positive valuations27.
New investment criteria and guidance aim to facili-
tate financing of Circular Economy activities. For ex-
ample, the European Investment Bank (EBI) published 
a Circular Economy guide to promote a common un-
derstanding of Circular Economy, aise awareness, 
and promote circular solutions by describing EIB’s 
own position on this topic28. The European Commis-
sion set up a classification system, the taxonomy for 
sustainable activities. It aims to direct capital lows 
toward sustainable projects and activities by setting 
out conditions an economic activity must meet in or-
der to qualify as environmentally sustainable29.
Customers also consider sharing and reusing (which 
includes repurposing, remanufacturing, and recy-
cling). Convenient return options and incentives en-
able consumers to close material loops.
We envision an economy where techno-
logies (digital, physical, chemical, and 
biological) that can enable fully circular 
value networks are researched, imple-
mented, and scaled up.
In the envisioned future, new digital, physical, 
chemical, and biological technologies that promote 
the Circular Economy are available and used at scale. 
Evey company across all industries can obtain the 
necessay technologies, knowledge, and skills.
Public and private actors conduct Circular Economy 
research. Recycling, for instance, can be made more 
effective by using atificial intelligence for waste 
soting. Innovative materials include vegan substi-
tutes for leather which are made from fungi. Cross-
industy collaboation ensures holistic problem-
solving which can overcome silo thinking and lead 
to comprehensive life cycle solutions.
We envision a society and economy in 
which financial resources are designed to 
suppot circular business models.
In the mature economy, sufficient financial resourc-
es for the tansition to a Circular Economy are avail-
able and accessible, coming from both public and 
private actors. Risk assessment and investment 
decisions take the specific nature of Circular Econ-
omy-related investments into account. Financing is 
tailored to the specific needs of the borrower and 
the project (e.g., the project’s scale, maturity, and 
position in the value chain).
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Financial institutions promote long-term thinking 
and include externalities in their investment con-
sideations. When lending money, banks broaden 
their focus to consider circular value chains in their 
due diligence processes.
Figure 3:  Ecosystem Level – Oveview of Current Situation and Target Picture
Element Current Situation Target picture
•  Some Circular Economy suppotive regula-
tions exist at EU and national level.
•  Cross-industy collaboation is not explicitly 
suppoted.
•  Definitions and standards need to be devel-
oped and strengthened.




Regulatoy famework that promotes 
Circular Economy-oriented market mecha-




Customers (companies, private consumers,
and governments) who are aware of 
climate urgency and planetay boundaries 
and who tanslate this awareness into 
consumption patterns and expectations 
toward businesses.
• Awareness, understanding, and demand for 
circular products and sevices are limited.
• Engagement of customers to close the loop 
at end of use with much open potential.
Financing
Society and economy in which financial 
resources are designed to suppot circular 
business models.
• Circular Economy activities are mostly 
financed internally. 
• Lengthy and bureaucatic processes keep 
companies from applying for public funding. 
• Financial institutions offer only vey limited 
Circular Economy finance products for
 private funding.
• Some new investment criteria and improved 
guidance exist to help finance industy to 
integate Circular Economy aspects.
•  Most of the technologies for the Circular 
Economy tansformation are available.
•  Many companies have access to relevant 
technologies.
•  Potential of pre-competitive collaboative 
research is not yet fully exploited.
Research and
technology
Economy where technologies (digital, 
physical, biological) that can enable fully 
circular value networks are researched, 
implemented, and scaled up.
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3. Current Cross-Industy Collaboation
 and Collaboation Potential
Oveall, we found that 64 percent of all possible cross-industy collaboations 
have a high potential to develop measures for a Circular Economy,
but only 43 percent of them (and 28 percent of the total) are aready
estabished on a large scale.
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3. Current Cross-Industy Collaboation 
 and Collaboation Potential
The suvey and inteviews show how companies are 
improving their Circular Economy peformance, and 
the more Circular Economy topics are integated 
into corpoate stategy, purpose, and governance, 
the better their peformance will be. And the more 
companies have access to resources such as tech-
nologies and financing, the more they will use cir-
cular business models and circular resources. What 
emerges is a picture in which cross-industy collabo-
ations are key to acceleating the tansformation 
of the German economy.
To understand the current state and the future 
of cross-industy collaboations, we analyzed nine 
key industries with high resource intensity. We also 
looked at three cross-cutting industries (recycling 
and waste management, finance, and information 
and communication technologies) which play a key 
role in the Circular Economy tansition in Germany30. 
In addition, we did research on about 50 initiatives 
and joint projects and used data from our inteviews. 
Based on these inputs, we developed a matrix rep-
resenting the current situation of cross-industy col-
laboations as well as oppotunities to expand col-
laboations and develop Circular Economy measures 
(see figure 4)31. Individual matrices for each of the in-
dustries we analyzed can be found in the appendix.
Regardless of the original motivation, all cross-in-
dusty collaboations contribute to at least one of 
the four Circular Economy approaches32. But the 
differences between industries are consideable. 
Our analysis shows that the automotive and aircaft 
construction industy, for instance, has already es-
tablished numerous impotant collaboations with 
other sectors, whereas the food and agricultual in-
dusty or the industy for household and electronic 
devices have entered into relatively few collaboa-
tions. For some industries, such as construction and 
steel, cross-industy collaboation has taditionally 
been driven by regulations and the optimization of 
internal cost-efficiency. In contast, the energy in-
dusty seems to have been inspired by research into 
energy-efficient production options.
3.1. Existing Cross-Industy Collaboations  
 and Their Circular Economy Effect
Cross-industy collaboations foster circularity be-
cause they help companies make progress in one or 
more of four Circular Economy approaches:
1. Closing the material cycles: The automotive and 
aircaft construction industy and the retail and lo-
gistics industy collaboate on end-of-life vehicles. 
Car manufacturers are obliged to take back and 
recycle all vehicles they manufacture33. By cooper-
ating with car dealers, they have enabled a huge 
infastructure for take-back progams. Another 
example is provided by construction and steel com-
panies. Together, they ensure the closing of a ma-
terial cycle by returning steel obtained during the 
demolition of buildings to the steel companies.
2. Increasing product and material efficiency: The 
ICT and the construction industy collaboate on a 
3D model-based process which provides architects 
and engineers with information and tools for effi-
cient planning, design, and management of build-
ings34. As the relevant information is provided, each 
step of the construction process can be estimated 
more accuately. As a result, the life cycle can be 
modelled more easily.
3. Extending the lifetime and using products more 
efficiently: The textile and apparel industy closely 
collaboates with retail and logistics to distribute 
and donate clothes that were not sold during the 
season. One example is the opening of outlet cent-
ers by retailers to sell leftover clothes. Another 
typical example for the third Circular Economy ap-
proach is the development of car sharing. The ICT 
industy enabled the automotive industy to offer 
cars that can be used by seveal customers, reduc-
ing the time when they sit idle.
4. Substituting resources: As fossil resources are 
finite and have a high carbon intensity, many com-
panies are working on alternatives. For example, 
given the high carbon emissions of cement produc-
tion, the agricultual and the construction industy 
are jointly doing research on plant-based materials 
such as hemp concrete.
30 Please find a more detailed description of each industy in the appendix.
31 Please find more information about the method in the appendix.
32 See chapter 1 for on oveview of the four Circular Economy approaches.
33 (European Parliament and Council, 2000)
34 (Autodesk, n. d.)
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Cross-cutting industries – recycling and waste man-
agement, information and communication technol-
ogies, and finance – play a major role in the devel-
opment of Circular Economy-related collaboations. 
Such collaboations are often classified within the 
progressive area, indicating that they are impotant 
enablers for Circular Economy business models. Espe-
cially the ICT and the recycling industy have estab-
lished numerous collaboations with other industries.
Collaboations with the recycling and waste man-
agement industy were often triggered by German 
or European laws touching on Circular Economy 
such as the EU packaging law, the end-of-life ve-
hicles directive, or the German Circular Economy 
Act (Kreislaufwitschaftsgesetz). Manufacturers of 
packaging, for example, are obliged to take back 
and recycle cetain packaging materials. Therefore, 
many of them collaboate with recycling companies 
to learn from their expetise. Car manufacturers 
collaboate with recycling companies (in addition 
to the retailers) to fulfill their obligations under the 
end-of-life vehicles directive.
In the age of industy 4.0 and digitalization, coop-
eation with ICT companies offers benefits like gain-
ing access to customized IT solutions and expetise. 
Regarding the development of Circular Economy 
business models, the ICT industy can help to in-
crease tansparency about ingredients and their 
recyclability by providing tools for data collection 
(such as RFID chips).
The finance industy is an impotant enabler for Cir-
cular Economy business models, as these business 
models require new and innovative financing. Espe-
cially small and medium sized enterprises need the 
finance industy to cover residual risks when they 
Figure 4: Oveview of Status Quo and Potential of Cross-Industy Collaboations









































High priority area Progressive area
Figure 4 illustates the main findings of our research. The x-axis represents the scale of existing collaboations, while the y-axis represents the level of
collaboation potential. The high priority area (on the upper left) highlights industries with a high potential to expand and benefit from additional
cross-industy collaboations. The progressive area on the upper right includes industries that already have a high number of collaboations driving the
tansition towards a Circular Economy. Each circle represents one key industy and illustates where the majority of their respective cross-industy
collaboations is located. For a more detailed view, please refer to the industy-specific matrices in the appendix.
chanical recycling). Since chemical recycling is still an 
emergent technology, some of its issues might bet-
ter be solved by collaboation36.
The retail and logistics industy plays a cental role 
in closing material loops by organizing the recircula-
tion of products not covered in the disposal indus-
ty. In many cases, industries have been required by 
law to establish take-back schemes. In other cases, 
the industy has taken the initiative, such as the 
in-store take-back progams set up by companies 
in the textile or ICT industy to allow customers to 
return old products, which are then used to pro-
duce new goods. If large retail platforms and stores 
joined with manufacturers, such progams could be 
taken to a new level.
The steel industy provides another example of an 
impotant patnership with the retail and logistics 
industy. Steel is an essential aw material for infa-
structure projects and has a high circularity, mean-
ing that it can be recycled multiple times without 
a significant loss of quality. The Responsible Steel 
Initiative37 engages in the connection of all players 
along the steel supply chain. Companies from the 
retail and logistics industy could become pat of 
or build up such an initiative to engage in collaboa-
tions with other industries.
The consumer goods industy of textile and ap-
parel is an industy where recycling ates are still 
ather low – only twelve percent in 201538. In this 
area, few Circular Economy business models or 
cross-industy collaboations have been estab-
lished. Textile and apparel manufacturers would do 
well to search out collaboation oppotunities, es-
pecially since the EU Commission will soon publish 
a European stategy for sustainable textiles which 
will include Circular Economy principles39.
Our analysis reveals a high potential for cross-indus-
ty collaboations, for example with the chemical 
industy to develop recyclable plastic fibers or with 
the retail and logistics as well as the recycling indus-
ty to improve collection and sepaation processes.
35 Chemical recycling refers to the conversion of plastic polymers into their monomers or basic chemicals by means of (thermo-)chemical processes.
 (cf. UBA, 2020)
36 (In4Climate AG, 2020)
37 The Responsible Steel Initiative is dedicated to defining and promoting responsible pactice by i. a. jointly developing an independent cetification
 standard or leading discussions on ESG issues along the steel supply chain. (Responsible Steel Initiative, n. d.)
38 (Ellen MacAthur Foundation, 2017)
39 (European Commission, 2021) 22
apply new Circular Economy business models. How-
ever, dedicated products still require futher devel-
opment in order to be used on a large scale.
3.2. Future Cross-Industy Collaboations  
 and Their Circular Economy Potential
The current level of cross-industy collaboation 
shows that much potential is still untapped. Figure 
4 highlights the consideable differences between 
industries. Many industries are located on the left 
side, indicating that more collaboation is possible. 
Oveall, we found that 64 percent of all possible 
cross-industy collaboations have a high potential 
to develop measures for a Circular Economy, but 
only 43 percent of them (and 28 percent of the to-
tal) are already established on a large scale.
When analyzing the industy-specific matrices (for 
details, please see appendix), we found that that 36 
percent of all possible cross-industy collaboations 
fall within the high-priority area. This result em-
phasizes the large potential which can be unlocked. 
Three industries – chemical, retail and logistics, 
textile and apparel – were identified as having the 
greatest untapped potential. We thus want to high-
light their potential as illustative examples.
The chemical industy is a key industy for non-
metal material development. It has already estab-
lished a number of cross-industy collaboations, 
and there is potential for more. Material loops can 
be closed by developing recyclable materials, intro-
ducing tacking and tacing to improve collection, 
or by substituting materials and resources alter-
natives which meet the same quality and safety 
requirements but are more resource and energy ef-
ficient. The development of such innovative materi-
als requires cross-industy collaboations. The most 
discussed technology within this industy is chemi-
cal recycling35, which may in future provide a solu-
tion regarding quality issues requested by seveal 
industries, since plastic waste can be re-conveted, e. 
g., into monomers which then can be used as multi-
purpose feedstock (instead of single use from me-
4. How to Take Action
Collaboation can seve two purposes: It can suppot circular solutions,
for instance by bringing together complementay capabiities;
and it can lead to improvements of the ecosystem, for instance by




41 (Lacy, Long and Spindler, 2020)
42 (Lacy, Long and Spindler, 2020) 
4. How to Take Action
Moving toward a Circular Economy is necessay be-
cause the environment and society are calling for a 
more sustainable approach to production and con-
sumption. At the same time, new business models 
open up new oppotunities for companies. Having 
analyzed the nature and scope of the tansforma-
tion, we move to recommendations for action.
4.1. A Step-by-Step Guide to Integating 
 Circularity into Business Action
As innovation and change begin with the individual 
company, we first present a step-by-step guide for 
managers and entrepreneurs on integating circu-
larity into their business pactices. Three questions 
– and the answers to them – can help companies de-
fine a systematic approach: how to get stated; how 
to create new business models; and how to identify 
patners for collaboation.
Question 1:  How Do You Stat Your Company
on the Path to Circularity?
The first step is to become familiar with the four ap-
proaches of Circular Economy we detailed in chap-
ter 1. Based on an understanding of the Circular 
Economy fundamentals, companies can then map 
their resource lows along the value chain to iden-
tify inefficiencies and challenges. They might, for 
example, discover that they are wasting capacities 
during the use phase of a product or that they are 
wasting value at the end-of-use period.
Once a company has identified possible inefficien-
cies along the value chain, the next step is to define 
appropriate solutions to make progress toward cir-
cularity. At this point, companies should think about 
the stakeholders they need to engage with. Collab-
oation can help to close capability gaps or increase 
scale. The oveall process is depicted in figure 5.
Question 2:  How Do You Identify and Adopt
Circular Business Models?
There are many businesses that understand the rel-
evance and urgency of circularity and have set Cir-
cular Economy-specific targets but struggle to turn 
this tansformation into a business case40.
To move from a linear economy to a circular, regen-
eative, and restoative economy, businesses need 
to adopt new business models. There are five circu-
lar business models that can be mapped along the 
value chain and provide a famework for a circular 
tansformation (see figure 6)41:
1. Circular Inputs: Use renewable sources, bio-
based materials, and man-made materials that 
are recycled or highly recyclable to enable par-
tial or total elimination of waste
2. Product as a Sevice: Retain ownership of prod-
ucts and sell benefits through a sevice model.
3. Product Use Extension: Lengthen product life 
cycles through altered design, repairs, recondi-
tioning, upgades, and resale for second use.
4. Sharing Platforms: Optimize utilization ates of 
products and assets through shared ownership, 
access, and usage.
5. Resource Recovey: Reuse embedded materials 
or energy at the end of a product’s life and re-
cover them through collection, aggregation, and 
processing.
To achieve scale and impact, each of these models 
should be considered. A company can also combine 
seveal or all of them to increase the impact and 
create maximum value42.
Adopting new business models can be highly chal-
lenging. Collaboation with companies both within 
and across industries can help companies to build 










• What kind of materials do we source? 
• Where do we get our resources from?
• How much do we buy? 
• How much do we waste?
• What happens to our by-products? 
• How long do our products last?
• What happens to our materials, components,
 or products at end-of-use phase?
• Can they be recovered?
2.  Map your resource lows along the value chain to identify bottlenecks:
1.  Understand what the four Circular Economy approaches are about:
3.  Define company-specific action based on step 1 and 2:
4.  Identify stakeholders that can help you take action in a cross-industy collaboation:
Figure 5: Initial Steps Toward Circular Economy Action
• Which connections can we utilize?
• Which other industries have similar problems? 
• Who can complement our skills and experience?
+
Closing the material cycle
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Figure 6: The Five Circular Business Models 43
Question 3: How Do You Identify the Right
Patners for Collaboation?
Once a company has identified promising areas of 
action which can lead to Circular Economy business 
models, it needs to work out the details. In which 
areas can collaboation be useful? Who should the 
company patner with? Collaboation can seve two 
purposes: It can suppot circular solutions, for in-
stance by bringing together complementay capa-
bilities; and it can lead to improvements of the eco-
system, for instance by joining forces to inluence 
the regulatoy landscape.
To structure the identification of patners, ques-
tions along the four ecosystem elements (regula-
tions and standards; customer demand and aware-
ness; technology and research; and financing, see 
chapter 2 for detail) should be considered.
The first two elements – regulation and customer 
awareness – drive innovation by defining require-
ments and demand. Companies can collaboate to 
[a] geneate more demand through inluencing 
policy or consumer acceptance or [b] to answer to 
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Circular Inputs: Frosch44 – a cleaning and 
care product manufacturer – has designed 
its use of packaging as a closed loop for re-
cycled materials. As early as 2012, an alliance 
of industy patners developed an innova-
tive process to obtain high-quality recycled 
material (recyclates or recycled plastic) from 
plastic waste. Today, most of Frosch’s bottles 
consist of up to 100 percent recycled plastic.
Product as a Sevice: BSH Home Alliances45 
stated to offer household appliances via 
an as-a-sevice model. Outdated appliances 
are replaced with new, efficient equipment. 
The appliances are rented out for a period 
of ten years for around EUR 9 per month. 
The sevice also includes delivey, installa-
tion, product introduction, and a take-back 
guaantee at the end of the rental period.
Product Use Extension: Caterpillar46, an 
equipment manufacturer, introduced its 
progam Cat Reman® to provide customers 
with lower-cost products, shoter downtime, 
and quick, dependable sevice options. In 
doing so, the company stops products from 
being discarded when they can be repaired 
or modified and resells them as remanufac-
tured equipment.
Sharing Platforms: ShareNow47 is a carshar-
ing platform initiated by Daimler and BMW. 
Via an app, customers can book a car on de-
mand at any time. Thus, fewer people need 
to buy cars.
Resource Recovey: REDUX Recycling48 fo-
cuses on battey recycling. With patented 
processes, the company achieves recycling 
efficiencies of over 90 percent for potable 
and household batteries. It also obtains 
peak values of over 60 percent for lithium-
ion batteries – and that with a purity of 
more than 99 percent.
Case Studies for Circular Business Models:
The other two ecosystem elements – technology 
and research on the one hand, finance on the other 
hand – directly inluence the scope and the impact 
of a company’s actions. Here, businesses should 
consider collaboation [a] to develop innovations 
and capabilities and [b] to secure funding for Circu-
lar Economy projects and products (see figure 7).
4.2. Actions to Shape the Ecosystem
Having looked at what the tansformation means 
for individual companies, we then address the wider 
stakeholder network. We have identified three are-
as where action is needed to foster this tansforma-
tion. Collaboation, again, is essential to implement 
these actions successfully.
Action 1 – Standardize, Standardize, Standardize
Businesses should engage with policy makers and 
industy consotia to set Circular Economy-compat-
ible standards regarding materials, data, and proc-
esses. This is a prerequisite for any system solution 
to work at scale. Circular systems, where material 
and information lows run in paallel, need to con-
nect many stakeholders in complex global value 
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Figure 7: How to Identify Collaboation Patners






answer to existing needs
… ensure compliant and resource-efficient opeations and products / sevices?
… campaign for regulations which promote the Circular Economy?
… drive customer demand and consumer acceptance of circularity?Consumer awareness
and consumer demand
… deliver on customers‘ demands and expectations?
answer to existing needs
geneate demand
… develop new technologies that promote circularity?
… develop skills and capabilities required for the circular tansition?
… create a positive business case for Circular Economy projects / products? 
… access funding for Circular Economy projects / products?
Driving factors
Enabling factors
Example: In 2009, a global group of stake-
holders from the aluminum industy pub-
lished a repot that described ESG risks 
and oppotunities for the aluminum value 
chain and emphasized the need for an 
international stakeholder approach. In 
response, the Aluminium Stewardship Ini-
tiative was founded to facilitate a common 
standardization process for responsibly 
sourced aluminum49.
Action 2 – Encouage Circular Economy Policies 
and Provide Circular Economy Incentives
Businesses should stat discussions with policy mak-
ers to define clear, long-term famework conditions 
for Circular Economy such as national targets, quo-
chains. To reduce technical challenges and enable 
economies of scale, standards for circular material 
classification (e.g., types, composition, and qual-
ity), data (e.g., communication protocols, product 
anchoring, product classifications, shipping codes) 
and common methods and procedures (e.g., pro-
curement, tacing, labelling, soting and treat-
ment, quality assuance, and true-cost accounting) 
are needed. Once industy standards have been set 
in areas like product design and material marking, 
other solutions become feasible on a global scale, 
including an index for ating product circularity or 
recyclability and global material taceability. The 
required standards should be set through instru-
ments such as legal fameworks as well as volun-
tay industy commitments (e.g., voluntay ERP 
adoption) – at a local and global level. Some stand-
ards can only be fully implemented and accepted 
when they are recognized across borders, such as 
the Basel convention.
49 (Aluminium Stewardship Initiative, n. d.)
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Example: Within the framework of the 
Circular Economy Initiative Deutschland (CEID), 
around 130 expets from business, science 
and civil society have summarized the 
findings from interdisciplinay and cross-
industy working groups engaged in the 
“Circular Economy Roadmap for Germany”. 
The aim of this roadmap is to shape a com-
mon vision for a Circular Economy in 2030 
and formulate concrete recommendations 
for action. The plan will be published in 
May 2021.
Action 3 – Collaboate on Technology and Finance
In theoy, much of the required technology for cir-
cular solutions is already available. But futher joint 
research and investment are required to improve 
each measure and scale its application. In areas 
where technology is less developed, in paticular 
concerning the collection, soting, and recycling of 
waste, new systems need to be set up. There, busi-
nesses and public institutions are key stakeholders, 
but private funding can also help to close the gap. 
Futhermore, financial institutions should collabo-
ate with companies to define and integate Circular 
Economy specificities (e.g., longer-term thinking, 
different risk profiles) into financial products. Ap-
propriate financing instruments will make it possi-
ble to address the specific requirements of Circular 
Economy projects and fully harness their potential.
Example: The Circulate Capital Ocean Fund 
brings together the public and private 
sector and is dedicated to eliminating 
ocean plastics. The aim is to invest in com-
panies that drive the Circular Economy 
and to catalyze significant capital into the 
solutions50.
tas, or links between Circular Economy and climate 
targets. Stating points could be e. g. primay aw 
material reduction goals, seconday aw material in-
put ates, or the reduction of economic waste inten-
sity. Clear targets and a rigorous roadmap will give 
industy collaboation an additional push as compa-
nies will follow the same orientation. Futhermore, 
it is essential to create a level playing field for pro-
ducers and recyclers through legislation.
Policy makers have the responsibility to suppot 
the creation of Circular Economy enabling markets. 
Measures can include creating tax incentives to 
encouage waste collection and prioritize second-
ay over primay resources. A balanced policy mix 
should be applied to ensure that evey value chain 
player acts in accordance with the system.
Incentives to invest in circularity and to encouage 
changes in customer behavior are also required. 
Businesses can play a major role in triggering change 
in consumer behavior. They can boost demand for 
circular products through tansparent information, 
pricing, and return incentives. Especially the latter 
needs collaboation along the value chain. Joint ac-
tion is also needed to clearly define how each stake-
holder will be held accountable for waste and nega-
tive externalities of products. 
5. Over to You (Conclusion)
Now it’s over to you:
We invite you to join us on the journey to a new, sustainable
Circular Economy and look foward to sharing that road with you.
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5. Over to You (Conclusion)
Moving to a Circular Economy offers companies 
many oppotunities to reduce GHG emissions and 
tackle resource scarcity. It is a new and promising 
way to combat climate change and stay within the 
planetay boundaries as it addresses all dimensions 
of sustainability: the environment, as circularity 
cuts energy consumption and material losses; the 
social realm, as waste and toxic substances are re-
duced; and the economy, as the Circular Economy is 
projected to lead to more jobs and growth.
However, a Circular Economy requires a different 
way of thinking. It is tied to new business models 
and requires us to leave linear thinking behind. We 
can no longer think within a single supply chain, 
where it was often sufficient to know your direct 
supplier and customer. In the Circular Economy, we 
move from supply chains to value networks, where 
products and materials run up and down the system, 
seamlessly moving from one industy to another. 
Therefore, the development of a Circular Economy 
within your company can greatly benefit from new 
ways of collaboation and learning from others.
In this paper, we have illustated ways how to think 
about and implement Circular Economy within and 
beyond your company. We have described the tools 
of Circular Economy and highlighted chances for 
high potential cross-industy collaboation. Now it’s 
over to you: We invite you to join us in the journey 
to a new, sustainable Circular Economy and look for-
ward to sharing that road with you.
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C.  Matrices for Key Industries
In chapter 3, we presented an oveview matrix com-
paring industries and their collaboation potential. 
On the following pages, we present a matrix for 
each of the key industries to provide detail. Each 
matrix shows the status quo and the potential for 
collaboation of a specific industy vis-à-vis other 
key industries. In these matrices, the x-axis is also 
used to describe the scope of existing collaboa-
tions, but it is divided into four broad areas: none, 
few, seveal, and many. Similarly, the y-axis repre-
sents the level of collaboation potential (i.e., the 
scope for expanding collaboation and developing 
Circular Economy measures), but is also divided into 
four areas: none, low, medium and high potential. 
Our estimations of existing collaboations and col-
laboation potential are based on desk research, in-
teviews, and expet judgement.
51 The suvey was done between March 1 and March 12, 2021, and the inteviews took place from March 15 to March 31, 2021.
 All the members of the econsense task force „Circular Economy“ were asked to contribute. 32
Appendix
A.  Source References
For this paper, we screened recent liteature and ar-
ticles regarding Circular Economy-related cross-in-
dusty collaboations. In March 2021, we conducted 
a suvey with 16 respondents and in-depth inter-
views with 13 German industy leaders51. Futher-
more, we used our own expetise and insight into 
various industries to assess where Germany stands 
concerning the seven enabling factors for a Circular 
Economy. Our analysis on existing collaboations as 
well as the collaboation potential is also based on 
our original research and expetise.
B.  Classification of Industries
The table below was dawn up to give companies an 
orientation in which industy we would place them 
in the context of this study. Please note that the 
companies listed below are just a selection. This list-
ing does not claim to be complete.
Table 1: Definition of Industries
Cross-cutting industries Companies included
Recycling and Waste Management Public disposal and recycling companies
Finance Banks, funding companies
Information and Communication Technology Sevice providers of digital and communication technologies
 
Key industries Companies included
Energy Electricity producers and sevices
Chemical, Pharmaceuticals and Biotechnology Chemical and pharmaceutical companies, chemical recycling   
 companies, research centers
Construction Architects, building companies, material producers
 and providers
Steel Industy and Mechanical Engineering Steel manufacturers, mechanical engineering companies
Automotive and Aircaft Construction Original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), automotive
 and aircaft suppliers
Consumer Goods: Household and Electronic Devices Manufacturers of electronical household products,
 e. g. washing machines
Consumer Goods: Textile and Apparel Manufacturers of clothing and other textiles
Retail and Logistics Retailers, parcel sevices, online taders and companies
 that are pat of the infastructure
Food and Agriculture Farming companies, food production companies
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Table 2: Legend of the Industy Matrixes
Construction Industy






Recycling and Waste Management
Automotive and Aircaft Construction
Consumer Goods:
Household and Electronic Devices
















High prioroty area, i.e. area that
includes collaboations
that need to be expanded
Progressive area, i.e. area that




















• Well established collaboation with the automo-
tive industy regarding battey reusage. 
• There is room for more cross-industy collaboa-
tions, e.g., with the recycling sector regarding 
the processing of solar cells, or with the chemical 




• Around two thirds of all industries fall in the high 
priority area; many show potential for R&D col-
laboation on more sustainable materials.
• Established collaboations with the recycling in-
dusty regarding for example chemical recycling.

























































• Established collaboations exist with ICT industy, 
e.g., based on the Circular Electronic Patnership.
• Role of cross-cutting industries is vey impotant 
for efficient recycling of used electronic devices 
or to provide financial incentives for product-as-a-
sevice models.
• Collaboation with retailers regarding return op-
tions of used products can be expanded.




























• The industy with the highest number of collabo-
ations in the progressive area.
• Additional collaboation potential with the chemi-
cal industy regarding alternative fuels.
• Also, additional collaboation potential with the 
textile industy on sustainable seat covers.



























• Established collaboations with the automotive in-
dusty to close the material cycle of steel.
• Potential for collaboations with finance and retail 
& logistics regarding financial suppot for climate-
friendly steel production and the recirculation of 
leftover steel.




























• Many established (and crucial) collaboations, e.g., 
with the energy industy regarding energy effi-
cient buildings.
• Potential for futher collaboation with the finance 
industy on loans for sustainable construction or 
with the automotive industy on joint research 
































• Collaboations with the chemical industy exist to 
avoid toxic ingredients.
• Many collaboations only have „low potential“ be-
cause of a perceived lack of relevant intefaces for 





























• Most impotant collaboation patner is the au-
tomotive and aircaft industy due to mandatoy 
take-back progams for manufacturers.
• Futher potential for collaboations with e.g., the 






























• Existing collaboations include the food and agricul-
ture industy on sustainable cultivation of fabrics.
• Additional potential regarding collaboations with 
retailers to establish global take-back progams 
• Additional collaboation with the ICT industy could 
deliver more tansparent information on clothing 
(e.g. RFID chips).
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to actively shape the change to a more sustainable 
economy and society. We suppot our members in 
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stategy, and along the supply chain. We tack and 
analyze all relevant issues from environmental pro-
tection to human rights – always with a focus on the 
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address sustainability challenges and advocate fa-
meworks and policies that enable innovation and 
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security. Combining unmatched experience and 
specialized skills across more than 40 industries, 
we offer Stategy and Consulting, Inteactive, Tech-
nology and Opeations sevices — all powered by 
the world’s largest network of Advanced Technolo-
gy and Intelligent Opeations centers. Our 537,000 
people deliver on the promise of technology and 
human ingenuity evey day, seving clients in more 
than 120 countries. We embace the power of 
change to create value and shared success for our 
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